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THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY 

The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the amenities of East Grinstead and its 
environs. The town has a long history and a unique architectural heritage, entrusted for the time 
being to the hands of our generation. It should be our concern that such contributions as we in turn 
make are worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future. 

The Society arranges regular talks, discussions and visits. It produces a Bulletin of articles of local 
interest and a Newsletter thrice yearly. Its 1969 report on the High Street conservation area was well 
received as a basis for future policy. It is very active in monitoring all planning applications and 
making representations to the authorities on planning issues and has undertaken initiatives to promote 
citizenship education in local schools. 	It has held six exhibitions, planted trees, restored the 
churchyard railings and financed tree-ring dating of some buildings in the High Street. 	It has also 
produced surveys of trees, seats and playground equipment, provided a plaque by the mass grave of 
victims of enemy action in Mount Noddy cemetery and presented seats in memory of leading former 
members to Sackville College and the High Street. It has published a book of reminiscences, three 
sets of postcards reproducing old photographs and three town trails (one of them also in French) and, 
with the Town Council, established the now independent Town Museum. 

The Society is registered as a charity (no.257870) and is a member ,  of the Federation of Sussex 
Amenity Societies. A copy of its constitution is available on request. 

The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which it can be seen to represent public opinion; 
the larger the membership the greater the influence. The subscription is £10 p.a., renewable on 1 
January every year (except by those joining on or after 1 October). By signing a Gift Aid form 
standard-rate income tax payers can increase its value by 28% at no cost to themselves. Persons 
wishing only to receive the Bulletin can do so at a special rate of £5 per calendar year, payable in 
advance to the Editor (address on cover). 
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY 	 No.88 (Spring 2006) 

EDITORIAL 

More by chance than design, there is an ecclesiastical flavour to this issue; some currently topical 
subjects have co-incided with the promised publication of the editor's research on an area of East 
Grinstead important even before there was a town alongside it (pp.4-9). 	He makes no apology, 
therefore, for related subject-matter on this page and the cover. 	One can never eliminate the 
religious strands from any aspect of history, even if one tries to ignore them. 	That does not mean, 
however, that every experience or memory has a religious component: see the reminiscences on 
pp. Of 

TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO: Newsletter 10 (June 1981) reported membership up again, to 470, 
and a stall selling our publications at the Sussex Archaeological Society and Federation of Sussex 
Amenity Societies conferences. 	There was a 'great silence', however, on the other side of the 
editor's desk; 'complete contentment or total torpor?' he wondered. 	In response, the Chairman, 
the late Mr C.E. Hartland, contributed to Newsletter 11 (September 1981) a call to members to be 
more involved with local concerns, through their Society, councillors and the press. Among those 
raised at the Open Forum in June were concrete lamp-posts in the High Street, control of signs and 
moves towards pedestrianisation. A synposis of the junior members' report on the condition of play 
areas and their suggestions for improvement was printed. Membership had now reached 476. 
The next Bulletin did not come out until the autumn, for there were only two issues a year then. 

COVER PICTURE: The parish church in c. 1870, an unprovenanced view equally accurate in its 
background, though with some editing out, e.g. of the building that is now an Indian restaurant. 

AS WE SAW OURSELVES (18): THE PARISH CHURCH: 'The church has an imposing 
appearance from a distance, on account of its size and situation, and from the loftiness of its tower; 
but on closer inspection ... it is somewhat poor in architectural detail. 	Internally it is very bare. 
The chancel is small and meagre in comparison with the body of the building. ... This church had the 
misfortune to be built when ecclesiastical architecture was at its lowest point.' - J.C. Stenning, 'Notes 
on East-Grinstead' (Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol.20 (1868), p.149). 

AS OTHERS SAW US (28): THE PARISH CHURCH: 'Architectural description in this case 
cannot be expected. The style is debased Gothic - a kind of Perpendicular - such as might have 
been expected at that time. Nevertheless it has an imposing appearance when seen from a distance.' 
- M. A. Lower, A compendious history of Sussex, vol. 1(1870), p.1  58. 

RECENT ACCESSIONS TO THE EAST SUSSEX RECORD OFFICE listed in the county 
archivist's report for April 2003-March 2005 include case papers of Peter Hunter, East Grinstead 
police officer (accession 8872), Hammerwood register of banns, 1880-1971(8825), Papers of Peter 
Smith, including photographs of East Grinstead pageant, 1951, which he directed (8829, 8906) and 
Forest Row Baptist Church records, c. 1940-2000 (9040). 

GOLDEN BOOTS (see Bulletin 87, p.7): Our Swiss correspondent reports a golden Wellington 
boot with spur in Pfluggasslein in Basel. 

'Sitting in the hospital outpatients' department, I got chatting to a lady and told her about my husband 
who was suffering from shingles. I said it was down his right side and it was agony. She then 
said she knew how painful it was because her father had once suffered from shingles. When I asked 
her where he had it, she replied "East Grinstead".' - letter, Sunday People, 21 Nov. 2004 S.R.K. 
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THE GLEBELANDS 
OF EAST 

GRINSTEAD 
PARISH CHURCH 

M.J. Leppard 

MAP created for this 
article and drawn by 
Mr David Gould to 
illustrate certain 
features mentioned in 
the text or helpful to 
relating them to 
today's topography. 
It is based on the tithe 
map of 1841, the 
earliest large-scale 
map we have of the 
whole parish, whose 
rather diagrammatic 
presentation and pre-
dating the railways 
and the development 
they engendered make 
it ideal for the 
purpose. 	It is not, 
however, a facsimile of 
that 	map 	but 
selectively 	presents 
structures 	and 
boundaries of various 
dates. 	The relevant 
section of the tithe 
map 	itself 	and 
portions 	of 	other 
maps covering the 
area that have been 
reproduced in earlier 
Bulletins are indicated 
at the appropriate 
points in the text. 

FA I 

The starting point of my article 'Church origins at East Grinstead' noticed by Mr Wood in our 
last issue was our first documentary evidence, William Count of Mortain's confirmation, no later 
than 1106, of his man Alvred Pincerna's gift to Lewes Priory of 'the church of Grenesteda with half a 
hide of land belonging to it and the tithe of Bremethia' [Brambletye]'. I showed, inter alia, that the 
donor (and probably, before him, the church's founder) was a lord of Brambletye and that the area 
immediately east of the church was under Brambletye's jurisdiction. The purpose of this article is 
to tackle something I fI.rnked then, the location of the half-hide, which would have constituted the 
glebe, i.e. the land occupied and cultivated by or on behalf of the parish priest, the rector. 

We may reasonably assume that it too would have been under the jurisdiction of Brambletye, 
that it adjoined the church, that it was probably a continuous block of land, and that, on the 
conventional reckoning, it covered at least 60 acres, though in this part of the world half a hide could 
be up to twice that area. 



The first relevant document is the detailed return compiled in 1341 for tax purposes of the 
value of the tithes of the parish, the tenths of specified crops, animals and products that formed the 
stipend of the parish priest. A messuage [dwelling-house], garden, curtilage and 88 acres of arable 
and wood worth 60 shillings p.a. were returned as assigned to the rector with another messuage, 
curtilage and croft adjoining worth 16s.4d. p.a. for the vicar. 2  The latter, the deputy appointed by 
the rector, actually served the parish whereas the rector was generally an absentee pluralist, as I have 
demonstrated elsewhere. 3  

In 1353 Lewes Priory, which appointed the rector, obtained a royal licence to keep the 
rectorial income for itself 4  Seven years later the bishop of Chichester formalised the arrangements 
so as to ensure the vicar had security of tenure, residence and income, reserving to him the tithes of 
specific items and 'the house contiguous and annexed to the cemetery of the church on the north side, 
in which the vicars of the church had hitherto dwelt, together with six acres of land in a certain field 
or croft adjacent to the house'. 5  

The vicar thus received what remained the vicarage grounds until the area now occupied by 
St Swithun's Close and the vicarage car park was sold from them in the 1960s. This easily-
mappable block was estimated at 4 acres in 16356  and 1724 7  and measured as 3 acres 1 rood 23 
perches in the tithe survey of 1841 and 3.320 acres in the book of reference for the 1873 25" 
Ordnance Survey map. 

For the rectorial glebe there are two other documents from before the dissolution of Lewes 
Priory in November 1537, when all its property was sold out of ecclesiastical control and broken up. 
The Valor Ecciesiasticus compiled in 1535 records it as rented by Edward Mercer, John Payne and 
Thomas Saxpeys for £18 p.a. The priory's 40-year lease to Saxpeys, dated 16 March 1537, recited 
in a 21-year lease from the Crown to John Saxpese or Saxby dated 17 March 1574, grants him all the 
prior's grange in the rectory of Eastgrensted with all tithes of gain pertaining to the Townewarde and 
Southwarde in the parish with a garden [and] two fields of [arable] land called parsonage feilde and 
Barnefeld adjoining the grange along with an annual rent of 5s.4d. from the glebe lands of the rectory 
and all other appertinent tithes, excepting what is reserved to the priory, at an annual rent of 0.10s. 
and a fine [purchase price of the lease] of £30.8 

The 1574 lease repeats the same details exactly, with the addition of a new form of words 
designed to include all appertinent tithes in the town, fields, territories and 'hamblett' of 
Estgrenstede. In 1599 the Crown granted to Thomas [Sackville] Lord Buckhurst and two of his 
sons the same properties on the same terms and including the phrases 'advowson land' and 'late in 
the tenure of Thomas Saxpes'. 9  The Oxford English Dictionary defines a grange, in the sense used 
here, as 'an outlying farm-house with barns, etc. belonging to a religious establishment or a feudal 
lord, where crops and tithes in kind were stored', in other words the farm buildings of the glebe. 
The advowson is the right of appointing the rector. The Town and South Wards are two of the five 
areas into which the parish was divided for tithe-gathering purposes and so not relevant to this article. 
The 'hambiett' is the Hamlet, the area of the parish under the jurisdiction of the deanery of South 
Mailing and archbishop of Canterbury rather than the bishop of Chichester. 

The Grange, the Rectory, the Barn Field and the Parsonage Field, clearly distinct from the 
land held by the other tenants named in the Valor, thus amount to what would be the demesnes if the 
glebe were a manor, the part of the estate retained in hand by the lord, the home farm. Thanks to 
other documents, including maps, they can be confidently located, as plotted on the map created to 
illustrate this article. 

In 1564 the boundary of East Grinstead Hundred led 'unto thowse of Thomas Duffeide which 
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lieth at theste end of the said Borrowghe And so from there thorowghe the pece of land callid the 
p'sonagefelde And so from there leading towards theste pte by the land callid Estcott' '°. In 1579 
the equivalent wording was 'to the House of ThOs  Duffield at the East End of the said Burrough and 
so forth the Lane called Love Lane thro' a Piece of land called the Parsons Field and so forth', and 
the boundary of the borough included 'the Glebe Land of the Parsonage on the North part to a certain 
lame called Love Lane of the East part"'. Thomas Duffield's house is named Rowses in other 
documents and so marked on our map, Love Lane is our Church Lane and its continuation towards 
Blackwell Hollow, and the Parsonage or Parsons Field is approximately the area now occupied by 
Cantelupe and Chequer Roads, the Chequer Mead Arts Centre and the Playfield car park. 

In 1620 the Earl of Dorset conveyed to Robert Cooper, citizen and brewer of London, various 
lands including the Grange, Barn Field adjoining it, and the Parsonage Field. 12  Cooper sold them 
eight years later to Robert Offley of London gentleman and his wife Elizabeth as 'all that Grange, 
parcel of the late Rectory ... with all barns, stables, buildings, etc. belonging, and the garden and two 
fields of land and pasture (in two parts divided) called the Parsonage Field and Barn Field, to the said 
Grange adjoining or near thereto'. 13  In the same transaction 'lands called the Parsonage Land' are 
given as the north bounds of the 'Checkquer', to us 25-31 High Street. 

A map of 'Certain Lands, late Allfreys', produced no later than 1720 and now in the Town 
Museum, shows (but does not name) the Barn Field, divided into four smaller ones (also un-named), 
running west from Black Well Lane (our Blackwell Hollow) to a 2 acre 1 rood enclosure containing a 
barn larger than any others on the map and adjoining The Moate (to us Moat Pond). To its south 
the words 'Sould from the Parsonage Houlding of no Mannor' run across two fields whose southern 
border is not shown but whose western and eastern bounds are as given for the Parsonage Field on 
the map in this article. 

On that map Moat Pond and its enclosure (and selected field-boundaries) are drawn as on the 
tithe map of 1841 but the buildings are shown in their early 18th century positions. 	The barn must 
be the ancient tithe barn of the parish. 	The small building in the same enclosure might be the 
grange, or on its site. In Bulletin 50 (Spring 1992) I argued from its changing shape over the years 
that Moat Pond owed its name to its fancied appearance but Mr Dennis Turner of the Surrey 
Archaeological Society has since suggested to me that it could have originated as a real moat, in 
which case it could have safeguarded the rector's livestock, tithes in kind and the original grange. 
Either way it could have been used, perhaps designed, to ensure a supply of fish for his table. The 
north boundary of Barn Field looks ancient, a straight line abutted at right angles by hedges or fences 
at irregular intervals, but the fact that on more than one map one of them is directly opposite the 
western edge of Parsonage Field could suggest the possibility of an ancient north-south border there, 
interrupted by Barn Field. Today Barn Field and its northern neighbours are under the houses and 
gardens of Sandy Lane, Moat Road, Cranston Road and Stoneleigh Close, and so far as I am aware 
no physical evidence of anything like a boundary bank has ever been found among them, so one 
should hesitate to claim we see here part of the perimeter of the original half-hide. What cannot be 
denied, however, is how snugly this block of rectorial glebe, the vicarial glebe, the churchyard, the 
northern half of the borough and perhaps also the land belonging to Rowses sit between the ancient 
north-south tracks represented by the path from London Road to Hackenden and by Blackwell 
Hollow (discussed and plotted in Bulletin 79, Spring 2003). 

By the time the early- 18th century map was produced the process of forming Moat Farm was 
under way. A lease of 1692 includes one barn and 21 acres called Upfield and the Moats.' 4  
Eleven years later the barn and lands called the Moats are part of the real estate bequeathed by 
Edward Payne.' 5  In 1776 Moats Farm was one of the properties mapped for Gibbs Crawfurd Esq. 
and Mrs Payne. The barn is not shown and there are new buildings within the enclosure of Moats 
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Pond, while the two westernmost divisions of the old Barn Field have been re-united. 	This map is 
reproduced in Bulletin 50, together with relevant extracts from the tithe map of 1841 and the first 
edition 25" Ordnance Survey of 1873. 

The 1776 map marks the former Parsonage Field as perfunctorily as on the one from earlier in 
the century, with the western part labelled 'George Medley Esqr  and the eastern 'John Ready', the 
names of their owners. A map-of Great House Farm and other properties, probably by William 
Figg, undated but no earlier than the creation of the New Road (the Old Road 'bypass') in 182616, 
shows these fields among the 'other properties' and back in one ownership, the former listed as 
Chequer Mead, the latter divided into Slaughter-house Field on the north and the Play Field in the 
south. Chequer Mead had acquired that name by 1761, 6 acres 'heretofore used with' the adjoining 
inn 17  already mentioned in the 1628 deed cited above. In 1811 the Pigeon House alias 
Slaughterhouse Field and the Playfield were let to the vicar 18;  not inappropriately in view of their 
origin! Their being estimated together (at 41/2  acres) suggests they had been a single field not long 
before. 

It might seem that the documents and maps cited in the last two paragraphs have contributed 
little to identifying the original glebe but they give a range of measurements, tedious to spell out here 
and inevitably varying in detail with each but indicating for the home farm nucleus discussed so far a 
minimum of about 271/2  acres and a maximum of 3 01/2,  about a third of the 88 acres of 1341 or a 
quarter of a conventional hide, half the original endowment, or a smaller proportion on the 'Wealden' 
reckoning. A quarter of a hide is one virgate, equivalent to a smallholding, sufficient to support a 
priest and his household (if any) and allowing him to let out the remainder of the glebe to provide 
predictable cash revenue to supplement the unpredictable income from tithes. 

There thus remain, after taking into account the vicarial glebe (3.320 acres in 1873) and 
perhaps also the churchyard (2.974), some 55'/2 to 58'/2 acres of the 1341 area to locate (or anything 
from 23 '/2 to 83'/2 according to how one quantifies the original half-hide), the land rented in 1535 by 
Mercer and Payne. The woodland recorded in 1341 must have been included in or constituted the 
land held by one or both of them, for there is none in Saxpeys' holding. 

Thomas Saxpes made his will in 1560, leaving his lease of the parsonage to his son John 
without any more specific reference.' 9  The 5s.4d. p.a. paid to the tenant in the leases noted above 
appears again in 1620 as arising from 'glebeland occupied by Saxbys now Thomas Frere' and in 
1628 with no tenant named, in the documents cited from those years. Such a small sum in 
proportion to the total of £18 paid by all three in 1535 and the fact that it was unchanged over three 
decades make it look like an ancient fixed 'rent of assize' rather than a regularly revised market rent. 
Edward Mercer made his will in 154920  but I have not seen it. Other documents, however, while 
showing that he, Thomas Saxpes and Thomas Frere were men of substance holding more than one 
property, yield nothing relevant to identifying the rest of the glebelands. As for John Payne, there 
were three of the name in 1534, one of Pikstones aged 40, one of Walehill aged 50, and one 'junior' 
aged 3021 - and almost certainly others in all generations, so prolific had the family already become in 
this parish. 

There is, however, one document, older than any so far used except the original confirmation, 
that potentially locates an area of rectorial glebe distinct from the 'home farm'. It is in the 
chartulary of Lewes Priory, dated 17 March 1292 and headed 'How Richard de Brocherst gave to 
Walter son of John for 7 marks paid into his hands a piece of land in Grenested which is called 
Coleslond'. The land is defined as 'in length from the land of the rector of the parish church of 

Estgrenested which is called Coleslond as far as my common and my road leading from my house 
into the high road leading to Grenested, and in breadth from the high road which comes from the 



town of Grenested towards Hesseherst as far as the land of Lettice my mother which she holds in 
dower in the said parish, as it is enclosed by hedges and ditches ' 22 . 	 ' The land of the rector' 
indicates that it belongs to the incumbent ex officio. 	(The rector at the time, William de Estenacio 
or Ascania, was a non-resident pluralist and not even in priest's orders 23, so it was not his personal 
property.) If the heading is not carelessly worded, then there was another part of Coleslond that 
Brocherst was free to sell. The high road from the town to Hesseherst (Ashurst [Wood]) is the A22, 
'my house' is Brockhurst, nearly a mile along it (or just possibly the Herontye site), and 'my road' is 
the drive. 	Unfortunately I cannot see how to pin-point Coleslond more precisely than to say 
'somewhere near the town, to the south east'. 	Immediately Great House Farm, as plotted in that 
location on the map of 1826+ mentioned earlier and measured at 57 acres 2 roods and 23 perches 
seems so exactly right for the remainder of the glebe as to be too good to be true: and so it is, for 
earlier documents show it to be a similar product of piecemeal agglomeration of parcels of land 
formerly under various jurisdictions and in varying ownerships as Moat Farm. 

The place-name Coleslond is not found again (though curiously we meet a surname Colelands 
as late as 153924,  again uniquely). To equate it with any of the Collen-/Collin- place-names found 
in the parish from the 16th century onwards would be rash; we have no intermediate forms for them, 
they do not easily fit the location indicated in 1292, and throughout the first half of the 16th century 
they are in the hands of Langridges rather than Mercers, Paynes or Saxpeys. However, 
investigation of other documents, perhaps recourse to the original Latin of 1292, and creative 
meditation might produce a breakthrough. 

There are a couple of pre-1537 documentary references to lands belonging to the church, but 
(unless carelessly worded) they would be property held by the churchwardens to produce income for 
running the church rather than part of the glebe. There are also a Vicars Mead at Mudbrooks, 
recorded 165 1-1865, Parsonshurst at New Surreys in 1754 and Church Fields at Brooklands in 1776 
and at Homestall in 1810, possibly former church property though conceivably capable of some non-
ecclesiastical etymology if we did but know. In any case they are recorded too long after the 
secularisation of the glebe to be reliable evidence for the present purpose and it seems highly unlikely 
that widely-scattered single fields would have constituted part of the original endowment. 

The position of Coleslond may suggest the half-hide consisted of two (or possibly more) 
separate blocks, unless it was one end of a continuum of which the 'home farm' end was the other. 
Another possibility, for which all we lack is evidence, is that there was more of the glebe in the Moat 
Farm area. It is tempting to cast Placeland, between Moat Pond and London Road, in that role if 
only because of its name, sometimes given as East Grinstead Place. I have not found it before the 
dissolution of Lewes Priory but the name Place, said by Samuel Pegge in 173 5-36 to mean 'manor 
house' 25 , suggests it could have been the mansion house of the rector, conveniently near his grange. 
Equally, though, it could have been that of the Alfreys, who once owned the lands round about that 
were mapped in c. 1720. At some point Placelands became the third component of the name of the 
manor previously known as Hackenden and Stonerocks (to be the subject one day of an article in its 
own right). W.H. Hills makes even more of the name, asserting without citing evidence, 'there was 
a religious house known as East Grinstead Place, situate possibly in or near the field now [1906] 
lying between the Institute and Placeland stables' 26, i.e. our King Street car park. His source was 
clearly the following equally confident statement in one of the letters he possessed written by George 
Ellis of East Grinstead (1790-1854) to Sir Henry Ellis (no relation) of the British Museum: 'I should 
think that there was but one Chantry and that, there can be no doubt, stood in a Field between the 
House of Mr Hastie [Placeland] and the Town, on land of his. An aged person many years deceased 
related to me that "80 years since, the foundations of the Religious House were dug of massive 
Stones and much Lead there" 27  The best we dare conclude is that there was once a substantial 
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building pre-dating the apparently 18th-century house known from pictures 28  and that, if it was 
indeed on glebeland, it could have been, or replaced, the original rectory or grange. 

In the other direction, it is conceivable that Estcots, 'the cottage in the east', was so defined in 
relation to the grange: but that does not mean it was ever glebeland. 

Finally, the identification and plotting of the rectorial 'home farm' in this article confirms my 
conclusion in Bulletin 76 that part of the glebe lay in the Hamlet, as defined above and demarcated in 
the surveys of 1564 and 1579 quoted earlier. I still find the relationship rather puzzling, though it 
could have been part of the 250 acres held of the Archbishop of Canterbury in his tithing of Grenherst 
by Lewes Priory in 128529.  Bulletins 75 and 76 should be referred to for the relevant discussion 
and mapping. 

REFERENCES: E.G. = East Grinstead; ESRO = East Sussex Record Office, Lewes; PRO = Public Record Office; 
SRS = Sussex Record Society; WSRO = West Sussex Record Office, Chichester 

Lewes chartulary (SRS 38, p.75) 2  Nonarum rnquisitiones (Record Commissioners, 1807). p.380 	MJ. Leppard, A 
history of E.G., pp. 12f. "Patent rolls, 26 Edward IH, p.3, m.4 (card index of Sussex clergy, Barbican House, Lewes) 

Register of Bishop Sherborne (SRS 46, no. 1097) 6  Church terrier (WSRO Ep.I1/17) Bishop Bowers's survey 
(WSRO Ep.I/26/3, printed in SRS 78, p.130) 8 PRO Letters Patent C66/1 121, m.35 (I am grateful to Mr A.G. Dyson 
for consulting this document for me; the translation is my own) 9  Centre for Kentish Studies, Maidstone 190/6 10 

PRO DL42II12 11  ESRO ASH ll7lA 12  ESRO SAS I-1382 13  ESRO SAS E5I5 14  ESR0WHL330 15 

ESRO H 454 16  Photocopy in my possession, with no indication of provenance or whereabouts 1!  Lease (ESRO B 
748) u  An Act for vesting certain estates of George Viscount Sackville in trustees '9  Mr L.E.W. Cole, personal 
communication 20  SRS 42, p.223 21  Star Chamber case (SRS 16, pp.25f.) 22  SRS 38, pp.87f. 23  as note 3 24 

Muster roll (PRO SP 2/5) 25  W.W. Skeat, 'Dr PeIF alphabet of Kenticisms', Archaeologia Canliana 9 (p.44 of 
offprint) 26  W.H. Hills, The history of E.G., p. 118 	Feb. 1845 (Hills MSS, WSRO) 	" see, e.g., D. Gould, Britain 
in old photographs: E.G., p.49 

29 SRS 57. p.66  

THE GRANDEUR THAT WAS IMBERHORNE 	 M.J. Leppard 

When the Felbridge and District History Group produced its hand-out on Imberhorne Old 
Farmhouse in September 2004, disclosure of its contents outside the membership was embargoed 
'pending possible publication in a national journal'. That has now been achieved, in revised and 
properly referenced and edited form, as 'An early vernacular hammer-beam structure: Imberhorne 
Farm Cottages, East Grinstead' by J. Clarke in Vernacular Architecture, vol.36 (2005), pp. 32-40 . 

Mr Clarke, the Group's co-leader, reports his discovery that 1-3 Imberhorne Farm Cottages, 
outwardly Victorian in appearance, contain the impressive remains of Imberhorne manor house, 
containing an early arch-braced false hammer-beam roof, tree-ring dated to 1428. Compared to 
other surviving arch-braced examples, the structure shows strongest similarities to Westminster Hall, 
constructed by Hugh Herland in 1395-99, though lacking its elaborate moulding and sculpture. 
Only half of the former open hall survives and the building is as yet unlisted. Imberhorne had been 
given to Lewes Priory in c. 1100. 

Mr Clarke points out that Prior Thomas Nelond, appointed in 1414, died 1432, directed a 
programme of investment and building on the priory's decayed manors and that Imberhorne is a 
day's ride from both Lewes and London, just off the main road between them. The unstated 
implication is that it was a useful overnight stop on journeys to and from the priory's properties in 
Southwark and on national business in London. 'Although no specific connection between Prior 
Thomas Nelond and Westminster Hall is known', he says, 'it is likely that he or his architect knew 
Westminster Hall, or perhaps knew a close intermediary that no longer survives.' 



I believe it is possible to demonstrate a connection and also a possible extra reason for 
Thomas Nelond's interest in Imberhorne. 

As I have shown in Bulletins 74 and 75, when discussing the burst of new building in the 
borough of East Grinstead in the 1450s, as revealed by our Society's dendrochronology project, the 
Nelonds were a local family, taking their name from Neyland(s) Farm which still exists, just south of 
the western end of Weir Wood reservoir. 	They first appear in 1296, in the subsidy rolls', then in a 
variety of documents up to 1437, often in property deals or important roles, most of which do not 
need to be enumerated here. 	Significantly for this article, William Nelond was one of East 
Grinstead's Members of Parliament in 13882,  possibly Prior Thomas's father or uncle. 	In 1425 he, 
or a namesake, rented a plot of land in the borough to build a shop. 3 	John Nelond, the prior's 
brother and probably a lawyer, in his will made in 1437 mentions his household goods at Clerkenwell 
and in East Grinstead and bequeaths squared stones in the yard of his quarry for building work at East 
Grinstead church and lOOs. for a footstool and desks in its chapel of St Mary according to the advice 
and workmanship of Richard Brid' [?Bridge], carpenter. 4  I suggested in Bulletin 75 that, since 
carpenters were the builders of those days, this Richard might have been responsible for some of our 
1450s buildings. 	I can now risk the further speculation that he constructed Imberhorne for Prior 
Thomas. 	Finally, if I have remembered correctly what I have been told, Dr C.E. Brent of Lewes 
has established that the king himself went to Lewes for Prior Thomas's funeral. 	Almost certainly 
then he would have taken the necessary break in his journey at Imberhorne. 

It is thus not unreasonable to argue that Prior Thomas grew up knowing Imberhorne, which 
could have given him a greater affection for it than the priory's other properties, that his family had 
connections with parliament, the courts and the top end of the building trade, and that he was 
acquainted in some way with the king and his circle. He must surely therefore have visited the 
palace of St Stephen at Westminster more than once and had opportunities to see its great hail and 
have his new hall at Imberhorne modelled on it. 

REFERENCES (SR. S. = Sussex Record Society): ' S.R. S., vol.10, pp.34, 40 2  Sussex Archaeological Collections, 
vol.31, p.107  Duchy of Lancaster ministers' accounts (J. Warren (ed.) Wealden Buildings (1990), p.177) P.C.C. 
Luffenhamf.2l (extracts S.R.S., vol.42, pp.223, 225, 226, 230, vol.43, pp.139. 145, 151) 

RIGHT: Schematic sections 
comparing the structure of 
Westminster Hall (67 6" wide) 
and Imberhorne (22' 6") drawn 
to the same scale; lower 
parts of walls not included. 
(Reproduced from the article 
discussed.) 

Westminster Hall 	 Imberhorne 
1395-9 	 1428 
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J.M. NEALE IN LATIN AND ENGLISH 	 M.J. Leppard 

The Rev. John Mason Neale, Warden of Sackville College from 1846 to 66, is chiefly 
remembered today as a writer and translator of hymns and carols, to the extent that fund-raisers for 
the College on 22 April this year guaranteed the bewildered curiosity of people in the streets by 
driving round in a loudspeaker-van broadcasting his 'Good King Wenceslas'. 

One of Neale's aims was to make available to English-speaking congregations the rich 
treasury of the Latin (and Greek) hymns of the past, lost at the Reformation and, he believed, superior 
in their theology and imagery to the majority of those written in English and in use in his day. 
Among the exceptions, he paid Isaac Watts's 'When I survey the wondrous cross' the supreme 
compliment of translating it into Latin. 

Neale's facility at versifying, whether in English or in Latin, often found spontaneous 
expression in his letters. In May 1853, for example, when touring Portugal studying churches, he 
characterised himself and his three companions in what he termed 'dog Latin' and a post-classical 
metre. His self-portrait, and my translation of the gist of it in a different metre, are: 

Adstat Custos, ultimus, qui, scriptor librorum, Last of all, the Warden's here, 
Fuii' (verafateor) causa tcediorum; An author causing trouble. 
Hunc nun quam sat! etas coepit oculorum; Never fhnes enough for him, 
Heliogabulus est - helluo templorum!' Heliogabulus's double! 

When the Bishop of Salisbury and the Rev. John Keble were compiling a new hymn-book, 
Neale was invited to assist them. Keble had to leave the room for some papers and was 
unexpectedly detained. On his return, Neale observed with a touch of reproach that he had always 
understood Keble's most celebrated work The Christian Year to be entirely original. Keble replied 
that it most certainly was. 'Then how do you explain this?' asked Neale, producing a Latin version 
of one of its poems. Keble was confounded and could only protest in distressed astonishment that 
he had never seen the original before. Neale then explained he had turned the English into Latin 
while Keble was out of the room. 2  

About forty years ago I challenged myself to attempt something similar, though with no time 
limit, latinising five verses of Keble's poem for Whitsunday and changing the metre. I give his and 
my first stanza. 

When God of old came down from heaven, 	Ohm Deus omnipotens 
In power and wrath he came; 	 descendit ira resplendens; 

Before his feet the clouds were riven, 	 discerptis raptim nub! bus, 
Half darkness and half flame: 	 cum tenebris el ignibus. 

Now a proper job has been done, which I think Neale would have appreciated. 	Mark 
Mortimore, a retired schoolmaster and son of a former Bishop of Exeter, has published Latinised 
Hymns, complete Latin versions of over 300 English hymns retaining the same metres and rhyme-
schemes so that they can be sung to their familiar tunes. As samples, here are his first verses of 
'When God of old' and 'Good King Wenceslas'. 

Ohm descenderat Deus 
	

Bonus Ut Bohaemius Male luna temperat 
etfortis etjürens, 	 Rex prospzciebat 

	
hiemem nocentem, 

miscens tenebras ignibus 	 terra sub Brumalibus pauperemque illuminat 
nzmbosque dividens. 	 nivzbus latebat. 	higna cohligentem. 

1  M.S. Lawson (ed.), Letters ofJohn Mason Neale (1910), 207 2  E.A. Towle, John Mason Neale, A Memoir (1906), 213 

Mr Mortimore's book is available from the Old Rectory, Newton Reigny, Penrith, CAll OAY; ill inc. p. & p. 
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FAREWELL, SISTERS, AND THANK YOU 	 M.J. Leppard 

At the turn of the year, characteristically unobtrusively, the last members of the Society of St 
Margaret left East Grinstead after 150 years here for their new home in Uckfield. 

The sisterhood had been founded in 1854 by the Rev. J.M. Neale, the Warden of Sackville 
College, to nurse the sick poor in their own homes, for whom there was no free or statutory provision. 
The first superior was Miss Ann Gream, the daughter of the rector of Rotherfield, where at first the 
sisters lived. 	They moved to East Grinstead the next year, once Mr Gream had died, for the 14- 
mile journey each way, often on foot, was too great a demand on the founder. 	At first they were 
accommodated in the house in College Lane that is now solicitors' offices, then in the block of shops 
at 73-77 High Street, next in what is now the 'Old Convent', then the 'New Convent' at the bottom of 
St Johns Road, and finally in St John's House at the top of it. 

The point of this article is not to tell their story, however, which has been done perfectly 
adequately more than once already. Rather, it is to pay tribute by recording something of what East 
Grinstead owes to their dedicated service of God, church and people. 

The original nursing, gradually given up as alternatives became available, was almost 
immediately matched with education, not just schools (until 1976) but also basic evening classes. 
In the earliest years the sisters worked to improve the lot of the poorest lodgers in the public houses 
and in the bitter winter of 1860-61 ran a soup kitchen. 	In the Second World War plastic surgery 
patients were accommodated in the school and hospital staff in the convent, where room was also 
found for a nursery centre, the Women's Voluntary Service and several thousand tons of coal on 
standby for the gasworks. All the able-bodied sisters took turns at fire-watching. After the war 
they became increasingly involved with the work of local churches, not all of them Anglican; Neale 
House, for instance, was for several years the base of the New Life Church. It could also be used 
by local organisations; our Society held its meetings there for several years. 	For some time a 
sister who was a qualified physiotherapist worked in that capacity at the Queen Victoria Hospital. 

But, as with all religious orders, most of the work was known only to a few: in recent times, 
for example, accommodating people from afar visiting relatives in the hospital, freely doing the 
laundry of old people who could no longer manage it themselves, and (now it can be told) inviting 
people who would otherwise have no choice but to be all alone to spend Christmas Day as their 
guests. Any sister could find herself at any time befriending or advising someone who felt able to 
trust a nun, however wary of seeking help elsewhere. The late Sister Naomi told me women would 
often come up to her in Woolworth's and say, 'Oh, sister, can I talk to you?' and unburden 
themselves of their worries. The undergirding work of prayer can be taken as read. 

It is not long since St Margaret's had more novices than all the other Anglican religious 
orders for women in England put together but much of what they pioneered has been taken on by 
secular bodies (for example, they were the first to do something for AIDS-sufferers in Brighton), 
there are many more outlets for fulfilling service by women, the religious life has changed, vocations 
have fallen, and the few sisters left are getting older and less active. Dr Neale would not have been 
distressed; if the sisters were as they should be they would be supported, he said, and if not he hoped 
the Sisterhood would come to an end. 

The most 'accessible' account of St Margaret's is the anonymous booklet Doing the Impossible 
(1980, reprinted with postscript 1984). 	Sr Catherine Louise, The Planting of the Lord (1995) is a 
history of the society worldwide. 	There is a chapter on its 19th century history in A.M. Allchin, 
The Silent Rebellion (1958) and a chapter on its history to date in P.F. Anson, The Call of the Cloister 
(2nd revised edition, 1964). The books about Neale are also relevant. 



CANTELUPE ROAD AND THE MARKET RECALLED 

by E.C. Entecott 

I particularly enjoyed the article about the market by Mr P.D. Wood in Bulletin 86. For me 
as a small boy in London before the war, going to East Grinstead to see grandmother Sarah Huggett 
was mostly another chance to go to the Thursday cattle market. None of my friends at school in 
London had seen any such thing. It was a short walk from Chequer Road to Cantelupe Road and I 
escaped there at the first opportunity to watch the animals being unloaded and penned and hear the 
fast-talking auctioneer. Of course, I did not understand what their fate was. 

I remember one occasion when a beast had escaped and I was in its way. 	Some burly 
farmer type grabbed my arm and yanked me out of the way. 	I did not really appreciate his swift 
action at the time but have often thought of it with thanks since. 

In 1939 when I was evacuated to Wadhurst with my new senior school, Brockley County, one 
of the first things we were given to do while lessons were in a state of flux (to say the least) was to 
draw a picture of a cattle market. I think that few of the lads in my class had ever seen such a thing 
and so I got top marks for my effort. When the market finally disappeared I felt quite sad that it 
was gone for ever. 

and S.R. Kerr 

My grandfather, Dick Thomas, was the manager of Kings Garage for a large part of my 
childhood. He was also an ace car salesman, not a career that springs to mind when you've only 
the one arm, World War One being the cause of the misfortune. It always amazed me that he went 
back into uniform, this time as a special constable, during the next conflict. His secretary for many 
years was Miss Winnie Wilkins. I recall that she too served for many years, right into the 60s, as a 
special. 

My grandparent's house in Cantelupe Road shared a back yard with the engineering works 
and there was an entrance into its building with a curious hatchway. On visits there my first 
mission was to grab a small wooden crate and hop up in order to peer into the offices and workshop 
beyond. 	I think this was a bit of a performance on my part as my appearance would always 
generate a chorus of 'Oh, Lor' bless him' as my mop of hair poked over the doorway. 	I can only 
imagine there must have been a shortage of blond-haired six-year olds at the time. 	When the 
factory shut for the night I would poke through the metal shavings and rejected machine parts and 
add the odd mis-shaped aluminium turning to my collection. 

From the house it was only a short walk down to Kings Garage in London Road. The route 
always took me down Rices Hill past further workshops and shrieking machinery. When I arrived 
at the garage I'd be allowed a brief tour of the car showroom, a sniff of cellulose and leather interiors, 
together with the all-present aroma of various oil-based products. The petrol pumps' hoses and 
filling-nozzles swung out over the pavement, another example of the delightful lack of present-day 
oppressive health and safety legislation. Goodness only knows what today's legislators would 
make of a one-armed car demonstrator! 

The article 'Market days' in Bulletin 86 took me straight back to my childhood. Market day 
was a high spot of any visit and the fact that my grandparents' house looked out onto the market itself 
meant an early start to the day as cattle-trucks arrived early in the morning and the stamping of varied 
hooves and thwacks of assorted sticks drove the beasts into the pens. It was a special pleasure to 
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see the photograph of Bert Bright, whom I never fail to think of when I pass the little house in 
Cantelupe Road. 	I remember him dressed in a typical light-brown cotton coat. 	He had an 
encyclopaedic knowledge of local farmers and livestock in general. When I visited my 
grandparents Bert was frequently to be found passing the time of day and quite often tipping off my 
grandmother to a particular juicy lot coming up for auction. There was a real feeling of community 
around this part of town with its splendid mixture of commerce and sedate dwellings, most sadly now 
all gone. 

If it was a red-letter day I was able to spend the night at my grandparents', in a small bedroom 
on the second floor. They also had a lodger. (Yes, lodgers. Remember them?) Named Bill, 
he worked at the engineering works that was in fact joined to the house and shared a common yard. 
Bill was always something of an enigma as he said little but was always deferred to in some strange 
fashion. Then there would be muted asides about the fact that during the war he undertook 'Work 
of National Importance', whatever that was. I was convinced that he was responsible for electronic 
counter-measures against doodlebugs. He certainly spent lots of time head pressed towards the 
large valve wireless (a Pye if I remember correctly). However, as the war was now well and truly 
over I think he must have been checking the football results. The agent for Vernons Pools would 
call round each week and collect the coupons - somewhat different from today's soulless electronic 
purchase of a national lottery ticket. 

At weekends Bill went back to his home at Eastbourne, a journey still possible by regular 
public transport in those days. 	This meant I had unlimited access to the radio and would spend 
hours tuning it to unknown exotic stations with names such as Droitwich. 	There certainly wasn't 
much exotic about the 1950s and, as I swiftly found out, Droitwich was no exception. 

The best entertainment was to encourage my grandparents to talk about the war, and this was 
good value because they had stories about the First and the Second World Wars. Now, half a 
century later, I'm a grandfather and I take some comfort in the fact that I have no war stories of my 
own to pass on to my grandchildren. But when they are old enough I shan't wait to tell them the 
story of my grandfather, the poker game and the rather interesting way he acquired a German camera 
that was delivered by air. But that, as they say, is another story. 

As the 50s drew to a close, visits to my grandparents tapered off, for by then I was a boarder 
at Michael Hall School in Forest Row. 	I would, of course, still call in, bringing my friends with 
me, but no longer staying overnight. 	Soon the long-anticipated construction work at the end of 
their yard transformed the bleak bombsite that faced onto London Road into the shape and form that 
we can see today. Their house and the engineering works next door were swallowed up by the 
further building works that tore the heart out of a well-loved Street and left it half-fish and half-fowl 
as we see it today. 

RIGHT; Advertisement from 1954 
official guide to East Grinstead, 
showing premises at 38 London 
Road (now Forbuoys) 

AUTOMOBILE 
ENGINEERS 

~w 
CARS AND TRUCKS 

Wk 

38 LONDON ROAD 
Tdphon 84 

£,,d 

223 LONDON ROAD 
TI,phon 222 

Sales & Service 

— 	 :- Tà 	ill . 

not 

KING 	GARPGES 
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SOME MORE POST-WAR STREET-NAMES (continued from Bulletin 86, p.12) M.J. Leppard 

In 1971 an Urban District Council committee contemplated designating as Moat Road the 
length of the A264 between London Road and the bottom of Blackwell Hollow, with the section of 
Moat Road beyond Moat Pond taken over by Sandy Lane, Cranston Road confined only to the 
section between the A264 and Blackwell Hollow, and the name Blackwell Road abolished. 
Nothing came of this, but at the same meeting Holtye Rise was re-named Quarry Rise after Cr Frank 
Osborne had suggested Stonequarry Rise to avoid confusion with Holtye Road and Holtye Avenue. 
It was decided to take no action on a request by the residents of Hackenden Lane that 'Lane' be 
dropped from the section between Blackwell Farm Road and the Surrey border. The 'self-build' 
group's suggested Surrey Edge for its new development there was not accepted and the council's 
alternative Sussex Edge was rejected by the group, which then proposed Beech Fields or Beech Road. 
The committee opposed this too, since some people still called' the pre-war council estate at Ashurst 
Wood Beeches Fields', but eventually Beech Fields was adopted. 

In 1974 the Urban Council honoured its chairman of 1954-55, the veteran socialist Fred Dart, 
by choosing Dart Court for the extension of Packer Close that bore the name of one of his former 
colleagues. 2  

In 1990 Verbania Way, San Feliu Court and Mindelheim Avenue, off Woodbury Avenue, 
were officially opened by the mayors of the partner towns whose names they bear. The mayor of 
our already similarly honoured twin town Bourg de Péage was also present. 3  

Our Beeching Way is not unique. 	I am told there is a town in Leicestershire where the 
former Station Road was given his name when its line was closed. 

E.G. Courier and E.G. Observer, 28 Oct. 1971 2  E.G. Courier, 7 March 1974 3  E.G. News in Focus, 28-29 June 
1990 

THE SOCIETY'S STREET-NAME BANK (continued from Bulletin 87, p.15) 	M.J. Leppard 

Mr E.C. Entecott, who came to East Grinstead with Clapham College in the war and on its 
departure transferred to the Grammar School, suggests recognising the college's sojourn here with 
CONCORDIA, from its motto Concordia, resparvae crescunt ('Concord, small things grow'). 

I do not know who suggested GUINEA PIG SQUARE, but if the prospective 'town square' 
off West Street should ever come about, and especially if it has statuary honouring the Guinea Pigs as 
projected, then that would be preferable to the proposed Wealden Square (and matching pastiche 
architecture). 

SCHWAZ, our partnership town in Austria, obviously deserves similar recognition to that 
accorded its fellows, as noted above, preferably in the same part of the town. 

The outstanding first head of Blackwell School, the late Mrs HILDA DUKE, deserves 
commemoration in the development soon to take place on the school site. Duke alone would be 
open to misinterpretations, and giving both names would also make it clear that we honoured women 
as well as men in our namings. 

For any new development on or near the meridian line GREENWTCH could be considered. 

15; 
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THE NEW CHURCH GUIDE 	 M.J. Leppard 

Having exhausted the stock of the last edition, published in 1989, the parochial church council 
understandably commissioned a fresh text from an unidentified writer and brought it out in 
September last year. It is an attractively produced A3 sheet, conveniently folded twice one way and 
thrice the other, with eleven full-colour illustrations. There are brief explanatory notes on Christian 
beliefs, what happens at services and what the furnishings signify - welcome as increasingly 
necessary nowadays. The historical tour of the interior, however, is marred by several avoidable 
errors of fact, which it is as well to correct here, in keeping with the space given in Bulletins 17 and 
45 to reviewing its two predecessors and because information from such guides is so often copied 
uncritically elsewhere. 

The brasses of Dame Katherine Grey's husbands date from 1505, not c.1520, which is the 
date of the figure of a man (not 'probably a man') introduced between them (see Bulletins 29 and 42). 
Only two of the hatchments survive from the former church (Bulletin 39), which is not the source of 
the earl's coronet and cross; the coronet is from a fireplace in the pre-1908 vicarage and the cross 
from the rockery in its garden (see below). J.M. Neale was Warden of Sackville College 1846- 66, 
not 1844-46. 	As anyone can see, the pulpit is not dated 1838 but 1878 and the iron graveslabs on 
the floor do not date from 1571 but 1570 and 1616. 	The clock in the tower dates from 1813 not 
1831 (Bulletin 10). 	In the churchyard are the supposed remains of the martyrs, not the graves 
holding their remains (Bulletin 87). The evidence for these assertions will be found in the Bulletins 
cited and as noted below. 

CROSS AND CORONET: Writing to the then vicar, the Rev. Dr Golding-Bird, on 14 Dec. 1931, the Rev. 
H.E.D. Blakiston, son of an earlier vicar, said he remembered the cross in the garden and supposed it was 
purpose-made by the vicar who made the rockery (West Sussex Record Office PAR 348/7/2). I regret I 
cannot immediately find the source for my statement about the coronet but will print it in a subsequent Bulletin 
as soon as found. 

OTHER RECENT PUBLICATIONS 

EAST GRJNSTEAD MUSEUM COMPASS 20 (Summer 2006) has articles on 39 High Street and 
on the Marian martyrs and heretics of Godstone and West Hoathly. There is more on the 'Great 
Feld' discussed in the previous issue, a note on the relationships between Crawley and Crawley 
Down, some more dialect vocabulary, memories of wartime food rationing, an account of techniques 
for starting forest fires and a further list of published discussions of items in the Town Museum. 

THE FELBRIDGE AND DISTRICT HISTORY GROUP's latest handout (no.7 1, January 2006), 
also produced in booklet form, is a re-issue with illustrations and some informative additional 
material of J.G. Smith's 1997 booklet, The Blounts of Imberhorne [reviewed Bulletin 62]. 

The S May 2006 number of the American periodical THE NEW REPUBLIC contains reminiscences 
by one of its senior editors, Andrew Sullivan, of growing up as a Roman Catholic in East Grinstead in 
the 1960s   and 70s and an account of his recent return visit. 

THE SURREY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY BULLETIN 392 (April-May 2006) reproduced 
the ferraria article in our Bulletin 87, adding an important note on the workable deposits of iron in the 
Chertsey area and a call for debate. 

Our Society has produced a simplified version in leaflet form of the article on the East Grinstead 
martyrs that appeared in Bulletin 87 [25 n.p. at meetings, tourist information office etc.]. 


